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Some of our members embrace technology and some members probably would rather have it go away! 
Fortunately or unfortunately (depending on your point of view),  technology is apparently here to stay, 
and we need to learn how to make it work for us. 

In an attempt to make it easier for members to participate in the division meetings this year, we have 
held the meetings in conjunction with other events, e.g. Change of Watch, our awards weekend and by 
using electronic technology. The response to this has been great, and I would like to see this trend 
continued. In order to have members join the meeting electronically, this requires us to meet at places 
where we have internet access and eliminates the possibility of using some of the places that we have 
used in the past for meetings. 

On July 2, 2009, several of our members attended POMS training which was provided by Cathryn 
Allison, ADSO-POMS. This training had been offered at district conferences but this was the first time 
that the training has been offered in our division and now coxswains/facility owners will be able to start 
requesting their orders in POMS. Remember, the orders will still have to be approved by the SO-OP 
and orders issued before patrols are undertaken. Any member  can view the calendar on POMS which 
will list both orders that have been requested as well as orders that have been approved. Since this 
calendar will be current, this should be a great help to anyone who is qualified as boat crew and is 
looking for a chance to patrol so that they can maintain their qualification. 

The Division 33 website has been redesigned and sent forward for approval. At the division meeting on 
July 23, 2009, Trevor Henderson, SO-CS will be displaying and discussing the new website for Division 
33. Your participation and comments regarding the website will be helpful as the website evolves. 

The next Division 33 event is the picnic and recognition of Coast Guard Day on August 2, 2009. I am 
hoping that all the members will attend and bring their families and friends to help celebrate! Activities 
are planned for all ages so remember to bring your children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren as 
well as other family members. 

October 10, 2009 will be the Election Dinner at Islamadora Restaurant (Bass Pro) in Council Bluffs.  We 
will be dining in the nautical setting of their party room. The committee is busy planning the table 
decorations for this event. 

All members are welcome at the division meetings and I would encourage everyone to attend. Come 
and support the board and staff officers at these meetings. 

DIVISION COMMANDER’S MESSAGE 

JEAN GOBLE 
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DIVISION VICE COMANDER’S MESSAGE 

FRANK REISS 

OPTEX is behind us, and I would like to thank all those who participated.  I’d also like to thank the 
judges and those who were involved in the planning and setup.  It seemed that everyone enjoyed 
themselves and may have learned a thing or two.  As with anything we do in life, some items were 
noted to be improved upon next year.  If you have any comments or suggestions, please let us know.  If 
you had fun, please be sure to share your experiences with other members and encourage them to 
attend next year.  The fellowship alone is worth the price of a picnic lunch. 

Speaking of lunch, the Division 33 Coast Guard Day Recognition Picnic is August 2 at the USCG 
Omaha Moorings.  Contact your flotilla commanders by July 25 with reservations for yourself, your 
family, and your friends.  There will be games for the adults and children, and prizes for the children.  
For additional information contact Mary Poe or Randy Evans.  Come by and enjoy the day, and let me 
burn something for you on the grill. 

I couldn’t pen an article about fellowship without mentioning the fall conference.  Fall conference 2009 
will be held in Branson, Missouri at the Lodge of the Ozarks.  Friday night entertainment will be 
provided by the group Six.  For just $38 you can enjoy dinner and a show – show tickets are normally 
$35 alone.  Check out the district web site for all the details, but be certain to get your hotel 
reservations in by August 24.  Besides fellowship, conferences are a great place to learn the latest going 
on within the Coast Guard and the Coast Guard Auxiliary. 

Finally fall conference kicks off the election season with the election of district captains.  Of course, 
division elections are held annually at the division election dinner, followed by flotilla elections.  I 
encourage anyone interested in running for an elected office to check the AUXMAN along with the 
division and flotilla standing rules for requirements and notification process. 

Gary Jensen at Ultimate Safe Kids Day May 
3 at South Pointe Mall, photo by Connie 
Walters 

Connie Walters and Gary Jensen at Healthy 
Kids Day April 25 at Cooper YMCA, 
photographer unknown 
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FLOTILLA 33-02 

Busy, busy, busy, has been the motto of Flotilla 33-02! Every member has been actively engaged in 
meeting our 2009 objectives and working with the boating public. 

Congratulations to Bill Montz, Mary Poe, and Bob Poe on attaining their 5 year Membership 
Certificate and ribbons. We are dually proud of Rose Ternes, Dick Ternes, and Connie Walters who 
received their 15 year Membership Certificates and ribbons. What a great accomplishment by these 
members. 

The flotilla’s public affairs activities have been an overwhelming success. The eight events that we 
have participated in are as follows: 

Four Safe Kids events were staffed by the membership. They were: 

1.  The kickoff or first Safe Kids Healthy Kid’s Day was held at the Lincoln Cooper YMCA. Gary 
Jensen, Sharon McKay, and Connie Walters instructed the youth on the proper wearing of life jackets 
and to always have a buddy with you when on or near the water. 

2.  At the Ultimate Safe Kids event at Lincoln’s South Pointe Pavilion, boaters were given 
information about the local lakes and boating literature by Gary Jensen and Sharon McKay. 

3. Claire Coleman presented at the third Safe Kids Blast event at the Salvation Army Pentzer Park. 

4.  The fourth Safe Kids event was held at Branched Oak Lake over the Memorial Day weekend.  
Gary Jensen, Sharon McKay, Mary and Bob Poe gave out T-Shirts and coloring books to the 
youngsters. 

 Other public affairs events that we participated in were: 

 5.  Ed Zorinsky Lake and Recreational Area in Omaha had a two day water safety program for 
people with special needs. This event was sponsored by SANDS (Sportsmen Assisting the Nations 
Disabled Sportsmen).  On day 1, Connie Walters, Mary Poe, and Sharon McKay presented. On day 2, 
Flotilla 33-03 members, Frank Reiss and Jean Goble worked this event. The flotillas worked with 35 
youths demonstrating how to properly wear life jackets and discussed other water safety topics. 

6.  The flotilla was invited by Herb Angel, Nebraska State Boating Law Administrator, to participate 
again at the Open Park Day at Holmes Lake in Lincoln. The opportunity to relay the importance of 
wearing the correct life jacket, the safety aspects of correctly loading watercraft (in this case canoes), 
proper water craft etiquette, and saving our environment were stressed. 

7.   Gary Jensen and Sharon McKay represented the United States Coast Guard Auxiliary at the 
annual   “Hooked on Fishing Not on Drugs” Safety Day/Fishing Derby. This was sponsored by the 
Isaac Walton League located at the Veteran’s Home campus in Grand Island, Nebraska.  More than 
328 children with 8 sessions back to back were given promoting how to handle emergencies around 
the water and having a buddy with you when you are fishing or swimming. 

8.  Bill Montz set up PE/PA exhibits at the Johnson County Fairground Pond for the annual 
Tecumseh Area Kid’s Fishing Derby, the Palmyra Old Settler’s Days, and the Tecumseh Kid’s Safety 
Fair. All three events promoted public education, water safety, and environmental awareness. 
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FLOTILLA 33-02 (CONT.) 
Thus far, public education has offered 9 classes serving 143 students.  Mary Poe, FSO, has done a great 
job coordinating all of our classes. 

The flotilla’s examiners are doing vessel examinations as needed, and Bob Poe helped the division by 
providing them with decals. 

Operations have been active patrolling Branched Oak Lake and the Missouri River. On May 23, 2009 
the annual Currency Maintenance was held. Our members also participated in the OPTEX/SAR Drill 
with the division.  

Bill Montz, FSO-MS, attended the Auxiliary’s National Sea Partners and AWW Conference in San 
Diego, California. 

The Columbus Detachment is keeping the boating public supplied with federal regulations and boating 
literature.  They have distributed these materials at the Merrick County Court House, Hall County 
Court House, Lake North, and Lake Babcock. 

So, as you can see our members have been actively engaged promoting boating and water safety as our 
new slogan states, “America’s Volunteer Guardians”. 

With the many personal contacts Flotilla 33-02 has made thus far this year, here is a quote to remember:  
“I am a part of all I have met.” Alfred Tennyson 

On 11 July 2009, Flotilla 33-02 assisted the Nebraska Army National Guard with their Water Rescue 
Training Course. This took place on Branched Oak Lake, Raymond, Nebraska from 0700 hours to 
1500 hours.  Claire Coleman, Keith Deiml, Gary Jensen, Sharon McKay, Robert Poe, Mary Poe, 
Richard Ternes, Connie Walters, Phil Ward, and Jay D. Kelgor performed perimeter security using four  
boats while the Army National Guard exercised. Soldiers would enter the water from shore and swim 
to a large survival raft while the helicopters hovered over their heads creating waves and wind. Once 
the troops reached the life rafts, they climbed aboard and covered themselves with tarps as jet skis 
sprayed them with water to simulate waves in the sea. Once they had experienced these challenges, one 
by one they left the life rafts to swim into the open waters to be picked up by one of the two 
helicopters involved in the exercise. When several soldiers were aboard the helicopters, the aircraft took 
them to a landing area near the lake and the helicopter returned to the open water to retrieve additional 
troops. The troops were lifted approximately 100 feet from the water into the helicopters. 

The Auxiliary provided a safety barrier to protect the troops from recreational boaters in the area. The 
soldiers were wearing bright, orange life jackets, but little of their bodies were above the water line. If 
boaters were allowed to enter the area, most likely personal injuries would have occurred. The 
Auxiliary boats performed a perimeter exclusion zone pattern. This pattern allowed for a varied 
operational area and limited the exposure to exhaust fumes from the boats. The fumes became a 
problem with occasional following winds. Radio communication was handled through two systems. 
One radio link was between the National Guard and AUXCOM (Gary Jensen) and the second was 
among the Auxiliary vessels. Some hearing difficulties were experienced with the great noise created by 
the helicopters. 

BOAT SMART. BOAT SAFE.  WEAR IT! 

Submitted by Jeanie Deiml 



FLOTILLA 33-01 
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Three members of Flotilla 33-1 participated in the Iowa DNR Ramp Painting (article elsewhere in the 
Skipper). 

The flotilla held Nebraska State Boating Courses on April 25, May 2, and June 17.  It has been a 
banner year for the flotilla, and two classes are still scheduled. 

The Seamanship Rodeo and OPTEX was attended by FC McNary, VFC Goble, and members Warren 
Koehler and Bernard McNary. The flotilla would like to thank the organizers for this excellent 
activity! 

The flotilla participated in the Life Jacket PA exhibit at Bass Pro, and the two state courses were taught 
there that weekend as well. 

Warren Koehler and FC McNary participated in the Offutt Safety Day by manning a PA table and 
handing out boating safety material to active duty families of Offutt service personnel. 

Members have taken scheduled patrols and participated in both the Omaha World-Herald/Omaha 
Royals fireworks regatta, and the Harrah’s fireworks regatta the next night. 

FSO-IS Barclay Stebbins arranged for his employer, Cassling to host the POMS training; several 
members were in attendance. 

The flotilla still has VSC days scheduled and many more patrols to carry out. 

Submitted by George McNary 

VESSEL EXAMINER 
The big news in VSCs this year is that we ran out of decals.  ANSC got some more and ran out again 
for the rest of this year. The DSO-VE, with the aid of the SO-VEs, has been trying to round up as 
many as can reasonably be shared by the flotillas, and then giving a few to those flotillas that have 
exhausted their supply. This has not been easy as the reaction has been “What if we need them 
ourselves?” The answer is that many flotillas have received more VSC decals than they will ever use so 
it is important that they share the wealth. If a flotilla does runs out of them and cannot get more from 
any source, we want them to continue to do VSCs, and if a boat does pass, apologize to the boater for 
being out of the decals for the rest of this year. 

The other big news in VE land is the VE test has been shortened from 60 questions to 30 questions. It 
is an open book test and a passing score of 90% is required. This means that one will have to answer 27 
of the questions correctly. Keep in mind that what an open book test does is make one research the 
manual for the correct answer. So fewer questions equals less research, you figure it out. I think the 
way we need to go now is to hold formal classroom instruction for all members who want to be a VE 
and provide very close supervision and guidance when they do their five supervised VSCs. 

Submitted by Richard S. Goble 

DID YOU KNOW . . .  

Omaha Mayor Mike Fahey and Governor Dave Heineman signed proclamations declaring May 16-22 
as National Safe Boating Week 
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OPERATIONS 
Division 33 has been working extremely hard this boating season.  As of July 15, we have had over 20 
SARs, 5 regattas, 100 patrols, 2 new operational facilities with 2 more soon to be facilities.  Division 33 
has gained five new crew members, one coxswain, and one PWC operator.  And we are only half way 
through the season.   

POMS training was held in early July for coxswains who want to request their own orders through 
POMS.  All orders must be requested 10 days in advance in order to be accepted with some specifics 
included on the requested orders.  Processing of requirement after the patrol will stay the same as in 
the past.  To use POMS, coxswains must have attended the training.  Those interested in the training, 
please contact the SO-OP for training to be scheduled. 

The 2009 boating season has not been without the presence of boating accidents and the loss of 
lives.  Flotilla 7 has had their share of working closely with the local law enforcement agencies on both 
of the accidents in the Sioux City area.  Kudos to Flotilla 7 on their hard work.   

Active duty returned to the Omaha again the weekend of the Fourth of July.  Chief Sutherland along 
with Mr. Har and Mr. Pehar were able to work with local law enforcement agencies during the 
weekend.  Chief Sutherland and staff were out on the water during both nights of fireworks on the 
Missouri River.  The weather was not in our favor with Friday night being a complete down pour of 
rain for the Omaha World-Herald fireworks with few boats.  For Saturday night’s Harrah's fireworks, 
the number of boats on the water was down by half of the normal attendance, probably because of the 
weather prediction.  It was a pleasure having the active duty in our area.  Many boaters commented on 
the fact they were happy to have active duty here.  I am sure Chief Sutherland will be back again this 
year.  He praised our operational units by stating we knew what we were doing and were very 
professional. 

Submitted by Pauline Longnecker 

Active duty boat photo taken by 
Pauline Longnecker 

DID YOU KNOW . . .  

On June 12, DCDR Jean Goble gave an interview on KPTM and DVCDR Frank Reiss gave an 
interview on WOWT on boating safety. 

Larry Wieczorek and Jay D. Kelgor represented the Coast Guard Auxiliary at Christ Community 
Church’s program honoring all branches of the military. 
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PERSONNEL SERVICES 
It’s More Than Just Numbers 

Recruiting and membership in the Auxiliary is more than just having numbers and names on a list. The 
goal is to develop the potential in each member to be an integral part of their flotilla and the Auxiliary 
as a whole. Just as clothing is not a “one size fits all”, so each flotilla is a unique entity, with overall 
characteristics and needs. 

Think of it as matching jobs and vessels – you wouldn’t use a dingy as a cruise ship, or an aircraft 
carrier for a lake patrol vessel. They are not suited. In the same way, matching people interested in the 
Auxiliary with a flotilla best suited to their needs, and matching a flotilla with people best suited to 
meet the needs of that flotilla is also important! 

When you find a person interested in joining the Auxiliary, by all means encourage them to join your 
flotilla…it may be a wonderful match. Hopefully they will find a niche in one of the many jobs 
available that will encourage their interest, and the needs of your flotilla will be wonderfully augmented 
by that individual. But there is nothing wrong with a person ‘clicking’ with a flotilla other than yours. 
The match may be better there. Be glad that the individual will grow in the manner best suited for 
them. 

As a wise human resources manager once stated “A failed search is not the one where you don’t find a 
person to fill the job, but the one where you hire the wrong person for the job.”  In the same manner, 
recruiting someone who then becomes dissatisfied because of a poor flotilla match is worse than having 
“lost” that person to a different flotilla. We are more than individual flotillas vying for people – we are 
here to help each other and to help those we claim to serve – the boating public. 

Submitted by Norma Newton 

COMMUNICATIONS 
I mentioned in the last Skipper article the changes in requirements for facilitizing facilities; however, 
some items have come to light lately that indicated not everyone understood the requirements 
regarding facilitizing of radio facilities.  All facilities are required to meet the appropriate NTIS or 
FCC requirements.  In addition, all owners and inspectors must be either TCO qualified or 
AUXCOM prior to 01 August 2008.  Inspectors must, in addition to the above be a communication 
officer at some level (FSO, SO, DSO).  I have been requested by DSO-CM, Mr. Sykes, to review all 
radio facilities in Division 33 for compliance with the above requirements. Any facilities not 
documented as complying with the applicable requirements will be removed from the facility list 
regardless of recertification date.  Some of you, with facilitized radios, will be receiving requests for 
FCC ID numbers in the near future.  When you have a chance, please look for the number so you will 
be able to answer the question in a timely manner.  If you have questions regarding your facility, 
please address your questions through the parallel communication chain of leadership. 

In order to save some work on the part of the DSO-CM, forward all Form 7004s to me for review.  I 
will sort out the missing information and request it, or add it if I have it available, and forward it for 
processing.  As a reminder, the following are needed for initial facilitization or renewal:  1) Form 7004.  
2) Specification page from radio manual.  3) FCC ID number (usually found on the tag containing the 
serial number). 
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(cont. from page 9) 

I received notice on 14 July 2009 that the DSO-CM position in 8WR will be open beginning 01 January 
2010.  If you are interested in this position, please complete the District DSAPP Application for 
District Officer Position form from the 8WR web page under 8WR Forms and send via mail or e-mail 
your Auxiliary resume to the District Chief of Response, Jackson J. Gumb at Jack.gumb@srs.ks.gov or 
jgumb@cox.net before close of business August 15, 2009. 

My last review of AUXINFO indicated that there are two TSO qualified personnel in 8WR, both are in 
Division 33.  In addition, I know of three in Division 33 who are actively working on this qualification. 
Keep up the good work.  If any other personnel are interested , contact your FSO-CM for a copy of  
the mentoring compact disk (CD) . 

There are individuals in Division 33 who are actively investigating digital and phone HF 
communications for mid range (50 – 200 miles) information transfer.  If you would like to get involved, 
please let me know.  

Several issues have come to light in terms of radio communications.  Remember the appropriate  
operating protocols, respond to all calls as soon as possible, when requested, by net control, to switch 
and answer, wait on the new frequency (channel) until called.  If you change frequencies, be sure to 
return to Channel 16 and monitor as required of all mariners. 

Submitted by Roland C. Newton 

PUBLIC EDUCATION 

A lot of the classes are being held in the spring and early summer.  Summer is only half over.  At this 
time, interest in classes are not as demanding.  Hopefully now with some of the tragic accidents we have 
been having, the public will realize the importance of a boating safety class.  Herb Angell states that to 
the best of his knowledge none of the reported accident fatalities here in Nebraska had a boating class 
and all were adults.   

Hopefully the classes we have scheduled yet this summer will have a lot more interest.  We need to 
make sure that when registering a younger student, that we encourage the parents to attend the class 
with their child.  So far this year we have educated approximately 270 adults and youths in boating 
safety.  About one-third of these students were adults.  Hopefully those numbers will increase with 
another nine classes being offered in the division. 

Take a look at your schedule and see if you are able to fit in another class in your area. It may just save 
ones life. 

Submitted by Mary Poe 

mailto:Jack.gumb@srs.ks.gov�
mailto:jgumb@cox.net�
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SANDS PROGRAM AT LAKE ZORINSKY 
In February 2009, Herb Angel (SBLA) asked the flotilla to assist him in presenting a program he has 
presented to the SANDS organization for the past couple of years. SANDS meaning “Sportsmen 
Assisting the Nations Disabled Sportsmen.” Then in March he asked FC Jensen if we could step in, 
organize and present a program, as he would not be available to participate. The youth represented are 
between the ages of 13 and 21 years of age and are physically and/or or mentally challenged. 
Approximately 35 individuals would be there each day of the two-day event held May 7-8.  The Omaha 
flotillas were asked to participate for day two of the two-day event.  Frank Reiss and Jean Goble took 
the lead for the second day of the event.  Mary Poe, Connie Walters, and myself were there on day one 
to get the kids energized and involved in our program. The enthusiasm was wonderful, and even the 
wheelchair-bound individuals wanted to be a part of the interactive activities; and all enthusiastically 
participated in the discussions that were presented. The presentations were divided into five rotating 
groups, so the presentations were given five times throughout the morning. Topics stressed were 
lifejacket safety (on shore and on a boat), the buddy system (never go near the water alone, go for help 
in an emergency), hypothermia, and the dangers at the back of a boat (propellers). We had a beautiful 
day for the event that started out a bit chilly.  We measured our success by the fact we that we have 
already been asked back for next year. We were doubly touched that as the kids were loaded onto their 
buses and pulled away from the shelter, the waving and goodbyes continued until the buses were out of 
sight. 

Submitted by Sharon McKay  

BOATING ACCIDENT 
Members of Flotilla 7 got a page from our 911 center at about 16:30 hrs on May 23, 2009.  They stated 
they got the call from sector in St Louis that a boat had struck a wing dike near mile marker 717 on the 
Missouri River.  They asked if we could investigate it for them.  Sector told us that the boat owner’s 
story kept changing.  They said all persons had left the scene in a passing boat that the boat's owner had 
flagged down for help.  We were instructed to find out if the boat was towable and to advise the 
condition and status of the boat.  Iowa DNR was in route but would be delayed in arriving.  When we 
arrived we found that there was no wing dike.  This was the river shore line!  The bow was almost 20 
feet above the water level.  The stern was 14 feet from the water.  We called sector and said it was 
definitely not towable by us!  None of the four persons on board were seriously hurt.  The next day 
two large wreckers pulled the boat up over the bank and hauled it away.  The boat was a total loss.  We 
assisted the Iowa DNR in filling out the Coast Guard accident form as well as the Iowa boating accident 
forms.  The Iowa DNR agent located the driver of the boat later that night.  He told the agent he must 
have fallen asleep as he did not remember how the accident happened.   

(See photo on page 12) 

 

Submitted by Doug Potts 
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NATIONAL SAFE BOATING WEEK AT BASS PRO 
May 16—taught Nebraska State Boating Class for 7 students 

May 17—taught Iowa State Boating Class for 3 students 

May 16 & 17—PA Exhibit.  Life jackets were exchanged for coupons good toward the purchase of new 
life jackets, boating literature was passed out, instructions given on proper fit of life jackets and stickers 
and coloring books given to children.  

May 25—Vessel safety check station set up in parking lot.  No boats were brought in for vessel safety 
checks but safe boating literature was passed out and discussed with 10 shoppers. 
 

Submitted by Jean Goble 

Right—Doug Potts and Bill Tilton manning the exhibit. 

Bottom—instructors Richard Goble, Karl Rasmussen, 
Annette Rasmussen 

Photos taken by Jean Goble 

Lower  
R-Story on page 11, Doug Potts and Iowa DNR 
officer (photographer unknown) 
 
L-Martin Eisenman and Bob Goetschkes  
towing boat from Boyer Chute 
 

Photo taken by Bob Goetschkes 
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RAMP PAINTING 
At 10:00 a.m. on May 3, 2009, six Auxiliarists, three from Flotilla 33-3 (DCDR Jean Goble, Karl 
Rasmussen and Annette Rasmussen) and three from Flotilla 33-1 (FC George McNary, VFC Richard 
Goble and Bernard McNary) and three members of the Iowa Department of Natural Resources, 
including Susan Stocker, the Iowa State Boating Education Administrator, met at the North Shore 
Boat Ramp at Lake Manawa for the purpose of assisting the Iowa DNR in its program to paint the 
slogan “Life Jacket Zone” on all of the cement boating ramps located in the state parks in Iowa.  To 
accomplish this, the Iowa DNR had divided the state up into a number of regions and Division 33 had 
been asked to help paint the ramps at a number of state parks located in southwest Iowa. 

After introducing themselves, the Auxiliarists and DNR employees as a group, familiarized themselves 
with the ramp painting process by painting the slogan at the head of one of the ramps at Lake 
Manawa.  The Auxiliarists were then divided into three teams and each team was assigned a member of 
the Iowa DNR to drive and assist them.  Before leaving the meeting place, each team was given its 
share of the painting and cleaning supplies and the sandwiches and beverages that were being provided 
by the Iowa DNR. 

One team, consisting of Auxiliarists Karl and Annette Rasmussen and DNR Tech Mike Scumble, 
remained at Lake Manawa and painted the remaining four public boating ramps located there before 
moving on to Wilson Island State Park in Pottawattamie County, Iowa where they painted the slogan 
on the two public boating ramps located there.   

A second team consisting of Auxiliarists Jean and Richard Goble and Susan Stocker traveled to Prairie 
Rose State Park in Shelby County, Iowa where two ramps were painted and then on to Springbrook 
State Park in Guthrie County, Iowa where they painted the slogan on two more ramps.   

The third team consisting of Auxiliarists George and Bernard McNary and DNR Tech Matt Moles 
traveled to (1) Lake Anita State Park in Cass County, Iowa where two ramps were painted; (2) Viking 
Lake State Park in Montgomery County, Iowa where four ramps were painted and (3) Three Fires 
State Park in Taylor County, Iowa where two ramps were painted.  On their way back to Lake 
Manawa,  Auxiliarists George McNary and Bernard McNary learned from Matt Mole that the Park he 
worked at, Waubonsie State Park in Mills County Iowa, had recently constructed a public boat ramp 
in that park, and permission was obtained to paint the slogan on that ramp too.  

The process of painting the slogan on the ramps involved a number of steps.  Before the painting could 
begin, the exact place on the ramp where the slogan was to be painted had to be determined by each 
team, then that area of the ramp had to be allowed to dry, if it was wet, and cleaned of all of the dirt 
and debris located there.   The plan was to  was to paint the slogan “Life Jacket Zone” inside of a 4 foot 
by 4 foot yellow diamond that had been painted on the ramp.  To accomplish this, each team was 
given two stencils to use - one for the diamond and the other for the slogan.  First the team had to 
center the diamond background stencil in the newly cleaned area and apply a coat of thick yellow 
paint to it.  Then, after the yellow paint had dried, that stencil was removed and the stencil with the 
slogan on it was centered in the yellow diamond and the words “Life Jacket Zone” were painted on the 
yellow background using black spray paint.  After all the paint had dried, each team then packed up 
the stencils, paint, paint brushes and cleaning supplies for the purpose of moving it to the next 
location.   
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 (cont. from page 12)  

It usually took approximately 20 minutes to paint the slogan on a ramp if the ramp was dry.  However 
if the ramp was in use when a team arrived or was wet it took additional time.  Further, traveling 
between the boat ramp sites at each park as well as between the parks themselves (because some of them 
were many miles apart) also took considerable time and each team was lucky to have completed their 
assigned ramps that day, especially when the clouds appeared in the sky and threatened rain.  Thus, it 
was helpful that the Auxiliarists were accompanied by DNR employees who could officially close down 
ramps while the slogan painting took place.  Some boaters did not understand why the DNR was 
painting the ramps that weekend.  But we saw that the addition of the slogan to the ramps was both 
necessary and timely: we pulled up to 
paint one ramp just as a boater was 
unloading his two children, both clearly 
under the age of 13, and none of the 
children were wearing life jackets. 

 By the time the three teams of 
Auxiliarists and DNR Employees had 
returned to Lake Manawa later that day, 
the slogan “Life Jacket Zone” had been 
painted on a total of 19 boat ramps in the 
State Parks located in Southwest 
Iowa.  Mission Accomplished! 

Submitted by Bernie McNary 

 

George McNary, Bernie McNary, Richard 
Goble, Susan Stocker, Karl Rasmussen, DNR 
employee, Jean Goble 

(Photographer unknown) 

Annette Rasmussen 

Photo taken by Karl Rasmussen 

George McNary, DNR employees, Richard Goble, Susan Stocker, 
Karl Rasmussen, Annette Rasmussen 

(Photographer unknown) 



OPTEX 2009 

On June 20, several member of Division 33 participated in the Optex at NP Dodge Park.  Teams were 
chosen by random numbering.  All events were timed.  The stations included:  tie a bowline, back a 
trailer up, heaving line, P-6 pump fill container, float a pump and fire extinguisher (see photos on front 
page).  The outing also included lunch. 

After lunch we participated in a mock SAR drill.  The scenario was:  at approximately 1230 hours three 
boats with an unknown number of occupants crashed into each other at a high rate of speed, sinking 
one boat, one boat drove off, and one boat had severe damage.  Location was approximately MOR 624.  
The crash was not witnessed but a third party heard the cries for help and called 911.  911 called Sector 
who requested  Auxiliary assistance.  Sector relayed the information to Aux Station Omaha that a third 
party stated there was a boat heavily damaged.  There were no other boats around but one boat was 
going very fast away from the scene.  It was reported that there were several people in the water 
screaming for help; some with life jackets on but several struggling to swim and going under and back 
up. 

There was a debriefing after the drill.   

During a National Air Guard exercise Facility Dolphin 
worked the safety zone keeping the boating public at 
bay (see story on page 6). 

Photo taken by Connie Walters 

DID YOU KNOW . . .  

On June 20, Flotilla 4 assisted  the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) with their Water Safety 
Night at the Iowa Cubs game. 

Bobber the Water Safety Dog mascot from USACE threw out 
the first pitch at the Cubs game. 

Photo taken by Marty Robey 
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COAST GUARD AUXILIARY BRINGS SAFETY TO BOATERS 
The Coast Guard Auxiliary brought safety to the Missouri River on June 21 towing a disabled boat to 
safety, and then helping a local boater  learn about boating safety.   
 
On a routine safety patrol on the Missouri River near downtown Omaha, a Coast Guard Auxiliary 
patrol boat discovered a boater and his family, drifting down river in a boat without power.  The 
disabled boat would not start and was drifting towards a wing dike. 

Coast Guard Auxiliary members Frank Reiss, Doug Jansen and Phil Patterson came to their 
rescue.  The crew, in their authorized patrol boat,  threw a line to the disabled boat and towed the 
stranded family's boat to safety.   
  
"Had my crew not been there on patrol to help them," said Frank Reiss, "The disabled boat could have 
run into the wing dike, further damaging the boat, and injuring the people on board." 
 
The crew secured the disabled vessel at a local marina with the assistance of a local boater.  The local 
boater expressed interest in a receiving a Vessel Safety Check  on his boat, from the Coast Guard 
Auxiliarists.    
 
Frank Reiss conducted a Vessel Safety Check for the local boater and was able to explain various safety 
features on his boat. 

Submitted by Doug Jansen 

RAMP PAINTING 
Flotilla 6 and Susan Stocker painted boat ramps on two separate occasions to complete most of the 
south central part of the state.  Volunteers Dave Mote and Jim Berry painted a total of 17 ramps 
located in 5 different state parks. 

On a single day in April, Chuck Brudtkuhl, Paul Faganel, Wendy Faganel, Phil Patterson, Ralph 
Tomlinson and Suzanne Tomlinson working together with Susan Stocker and Donise Grygierczk 
from the DNR, painted 31 Life Jacket Zone signs at 24 boat ramps located in 8 parks. 

Submitted by Wendy Faganel 

 

DID YOU KNOW . . .  

The current boat class schedule can be located at: 

http://www.uscgaux08533.info/Documents/Currentbrochure.pdf 
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HAWKINSON COMPLETES AUX10 COURSE 
 
Flotilla 4 member John Hawkinson attended the Coast Guard Auxiliary AUX-10 course at Coast 
Guard Island in Alameda, CA. The course is designed to take new staff officers in the Information 
Systems (IS) field and give them some exposure to the mechanics of the AUXDATA and AUXINFO 
systems used to manage people and facilities in the Coast Guard Auxiliary. This class had every range 
of experience from brand new to experienced Auxiliarists who had been recently appointed to 
Auxiliary information systems positions.  Some of these appointments ranged from being part of a 
flotilla job rotation, to a staff member of a DIRAUX office, to the then Department Chief-
Information Technology (DC-I), now the Deputy Chief Technology Officer from the National Staff. 
(The DC-I was there to get oriented on how training and system operations look like to someone 
serving at the flotilla or division level). 

Training ran from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, and until noon on Sunday. The training 
was fairly fast-paced, as there was a lot of material to go through, learning how to enter personnel, 
activity and facility data into AUXDATA, how to run various queries into AUXINFO, and how to 
run a variety of reports. Students also received an orientation to the Patrol Order 
Management System (POMS). It was quite clear why the Auxiliary prefers to have its new 
information systems officers go through the AUX-10 course early on; there's a lot of process 
knowledge involved in running the different databases and reporting tools effectively. 

Dining was at a Coast Guard mess hall for lunch.  Students dined off-site at seafood restaurants 
around Oakland on Friday and Saturday evenings.  
 
John Hawkinson is now a graduate of the AUX-10 course, and is now in the "practicum" portion of 
his training. He is still reviewing Flotilla 4 forms and forwarding the approved ones to the Division 33 
IS Officer for data entry as before, but he is also keying in the information into an AUXDATA 
Training Database. This "dual data entry" will continue for awhile (potentially up to 60 days), while 
the Division IS officer reviews Hawkinson's work and provides needed feedback and "course 
corrections", before he is approved to officially key records into the "live" production database. 
 
"The AUX-10 course was a very worthwhile experience," said Hawkinson, "one that I would 
encourage new Information Systems officers to apply for this course as early in their careers as 
possible." 

Submitted by Doug Jansen 

Photographer unknown 



U.S. COAST GUARD AUXILIARY & FAMILY 
U.S. COAST GUARD & FAMILY 

DIVISION 33 COAST GUARD DAY RECOGNITION PICNIC 
 

Sunday, August 2, 2009 
Lunch served 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
Activities & Games 2:00 p.m. - ??? 
USCG Omaha Moorings MM 626.9 

 N Riverview Rd (9800 John J Pershing Dr) 
Omaha, Nebraska 

 
 Please Bring: Salad or Dessert 

and Lawn Chairs  
Furnished: Meat, Chips, Drinks and Service 

$3.00 per Member 
Games for Adults and Children 

Prizes for Children 
  

Contact Flotilla Commander for Reservations by July 25 
  

Additional Information Contact: 
    Mary Poe     402-540-3113 
                         rpoe@live.com 
Randy Evans   402-571-2638 
                        402-778-1521 

PUBLIC AFFAIRS EVENTS 
On August 22 and 23, we have been invited to participate in an event sponsored by Cabela’s, 
communicating Boating Safety to the public. 

 

 

August 29, we have been invited to participate in the Public Service Appreciation Recognition event at 
Rosenblatt Stadium, where the Coast Guard Auxiliary and other agencies in the community will be 
recognized for their achievements. 

Please contact Randy Evans for more information. 
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